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A. Introduction

a. Background of the Research

Language is involved in almost everything we do as human beings for communication. Every nation has a different language. To know the message of other language, people need tools to communicate each other, to deliver the message. It is why people need translation. Through translation people that do not know the point of a message in different languages can get it easier. A translation should convey the same information as the original. As an example of translation is Shakespeare’s play which has been translated into late modern English in order to make a better understanding for people who read the original text of Shakespeare’s play.

b. Focus of The Research

This study focused on the analysis of experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations of the whole clause units in the intralingual translation of W. Shakespeare’s King Lear and J. Crowther’s King Lear. The meaning variation is in terms of experiential meaning breadth, while the realization variation is in terms of grammatical complexity realization variations by comparing W. Shakespeare’s King Lear and J. Crowther’s King Lear texts.

In accordance with the focus of analysis mentioned, the researcher formulated the problems as follows:

1. How are the experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations represented in W. Shakespeare’s King Lear and its translation J. Crowther’s King Lear?
2. What are the contextual factors that motivate the occurrence of the experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations in question?
3. What are the contextual effects of the experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations in readability context?

c. Objectives of the research

1. to describe the experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations in W. Shakespeare’s *King Lear* and J. Crowther’s *King Lear*,

2. to explain the contextual factors that generate the occurrence of the experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations in question, and

3. to interpret the contextual effects of the experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity realization variations in readability context.

B. Literature Review and Research Method

This research observes intralingual TSC, which is monolingual that is early modern English texts as realizers. It uses experiential meaning and grammatical complexity to find the degrees of experiential meaning and grammatical complexity realization variation, semiotic motivating factors, and semiotic effects. In this study, experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity analysis is classified into seven scales of parameters, from 0 (lowest) to 6 (highest).

Referring to the research data, the researcher used qualitative method while, the data in the table are measured and valued in terms of quantitative research. The qualitative research method is used in valuing and explaining the data in words or in making the interpretations of the data from table into words. The main instrument was the researcher herself since this research is a content analysis research. The table sheets and related references were used to classify the data and as the research instruments. The data source of this study is a play taken from [http://nfs.sparknotes.com/kinglear/](http://nfs.sparknotes.com/kinglear/).
The unit of analysis of this research is clause. All the data in this research were taken from all clauses in W. Shakespeare’s *King Lear* and J. Crowther’s *King Lear*. In collecting the data, the researcher read the two texts several times. Then, all the clauses of both SE and TE were written into a data sheet. After getting the data, they were classified and analyzed using experiential meaning and grammatical complexity analysis. Parameters were used in analyzing the data in order to get a valid and constant data. After the data were collected into the data sheet and were analyzed, they were recapped in tables. In order to get a valid and reliable research, the researcher emphasized the trustworthiness of the research by the rereading activities and also asked her consultants and her colleagues’ judgment to verify the research data. The general steps in analysis were:

1. rewriting the clauses in Text 1 and Text 2 into the data sheet,
2. analyzing the data in terms of experiential meaning breadth and grammatical complexity,
3. recapping the data result in the statistic table of the data,
4. describing the data in the table into words,
5. interpreting the intrinsic and extrinsic motivating factors,
6. interpreting the effects that caused by intrinsic and extrinsic motivating factors,
7. drawing the conclusion.

C. Findings

SE and TE consist of 5 acts and 26 scenes. There are 2642 clause units of analysis. After analyzing data, in experiential meaning, the research find that the “0” degree variations or zero variations is the largest number of variations. There are 1034 units of analysis or 39.14% which belong to zero variation. It implies that the majority of expressions in SE are realized almost accurately into TE while, in grammatical complexity the “0” degree or zero variation also the largest number of variation. There are 1173 or 44.40% which belong to zero variation. It shows that there is no significant difference
D. Conclusion

After discussing and comparing text 1 and text 2 in chapter 4, there are some findings and conclusions that can be drawn related to the objectives of the research as stated in Chapter I. The conclusions are as follows:

1. According to the data, the “lowest” level of variations is the greatest number in the analysis of both in experiential meaning breadth (39.14%) and grammatical complexity variations (44.40%). It indicates that many clauses in ST are realized into TT. The number of average in experiential meaning breadth which is placed in “2” level or “low” level of variations support the low variations. The number of average in grammatical complexity variations which is placed in “1” level or “very low” level of variations support the very low variations. In addition, those variations are also supported with the degree variations between ST and TT. In experiential meaning breadth variations: there are 21.92% in SE, 37.93% in TE, and 40.15% in SE=TE. While in grammatical complexity realization variations: there are 19.46% in SE, 36.18% in TE, and 44.36% in SE=TE. In brief, ST and TT have low experiential meaning breadth variations and very low grammatical complexity variations. This low and very low variations become the features of rewording between ST and TT. So, this translation has achieved the high level of equivalence in meaning and realization variations.

2. Those low and very low variations are motivated by many factors. The first, the intra-textual contexts that consist of diction, contracted and archaic words, different spelling words, omission, grammatical principles, and paraphrase. Second, there are also many inter-textual motivating factors. The inter-textual motivating factors are inter-related texts and situation value (field, tenor, and mode). The field of the play is about the story of political authority as much as it is about family dynamics between Lear as father and as a King and his three daughters. The tenor of the ST is William Shakespeare as the author of the play and the readers of Elizabethan age or the readers of early modern English era. While in TT, the author is John Crowther as the translator and the common
English readers around the world as the readers. The mode of the texts is in a form of written texts.

3. The contextual effects are actually inter-related to the target readers of the texts. First, the readability effects towards the target readers of the two texts. The ST is readable for the target readers who lived in the Elizabethan Age. While, the TT is readable and understandable for the target readers of the present era since it consists of less complex grammar and vocabularies. The second aspect is the purpose of creating the texts. The TT is made to ease the readers in comprehending the story of the play in ST which is not familiar and unreadable for the common readers of this era.
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